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The Perfect Engagement
A BRILLIANT SOLITAIRE MARQUISE

FANTASYDiamond Mt In 1 tiffny
hMd to KCtntuitt In color tnd

clrity. Th ring it smooth 18k t.
gold, slightly uportd for simple

tlaojnc.
The soft flowing lines create

this masterpiece that is

unique for a lifetime.
Reg. $1100vj

NOW

.. s195
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Rng.
$250
18 carat.
$415
14 carat.
$1535
12 carat.
$2695
1 carat.

Reg. $1100
NOW

....,1995
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J, SURE TO BE

CHERISHED
EXCITING

VALUE
DIAMONDS
& PEARLS

A fluted dome ring.
The perfect gift for

young and old alike.

A gently beautiful pearl,
accented by 2 diamonds,

in a solid gold setting.

The combination of
5 diamonds and 14kt.

gold creates this very
special gift at a very

special price.

Reg. $195 (SI OK
NOW...PJ-'- "

Reg. $160
NOW $99Reg. $180

NOW $125
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DIAMONDDIAMOND
RING JACKET
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HEARTLIGHT
A dazzling round

diamond is captured
in a 14kt. gold setting

and a 14kt. gold chain.
A Great Buy!

OPAL

SWTRL
A lovely opal
styled with 2

beautiful diamonds
in a solid
gold ring.

Reg. $165 $1 Or
NOW X.UO

Encircle your solitaire
with diamonds to

achieve the greater
sparkle you've

always wanted.

Reg. $850
NOW $595 Reg. $75

NOW . . . $55A

ANNIVERSARY SAPPHIRE
PENDANTRINGS
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BANDS OF
f? COLOR

, - ) A combination of
y - ' '

gemstones make this
r a truly unique piece.

The perfect ring to
y ' capture the spirit.
y- Sapphires.

Reg. $850 QKQK
NOW tpOVO
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Accessorize your
fashions with
this sapphire

pendant.

Reg. $300 QQ
NOW Plt0

Thanks for the memories,
- 14 kt. gold and channel

set diamonds.

Reg. $325 COQQ
NOW i$dOU

a$650..$495
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HIS BEST

BUY
Three round brilliant

diamonds set in
yellow gold.

A Great Buy!

MAN'S

DIAMOND RING

The combination of
brushed and polished
solid gold creates the

perfect setting for
this diamond ring.

Reg. $480 COOK
NOW UUO

"Reg. $275
NOW .... $195
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